Astronomical applications of recent advances in the field of nonastronomical image processing are presented. These innovative methods, applied to multiscale astronomical images, increase signal-to-noise ratio, do not smear point sources or extended diffuse structures, and are thus a highly useful preliminary step for detection of different features including point sources, smoothing of clumpy data, and removal of contaminants from background maps. We show how the new methods, combined with other algorithms of image processing, unveil fine diffuse structures while at the same time enhance detection of localized objects, thus facilitating interactive morphology studies and paving the way for the automated recognition and classification of different features. We have also developed a new application framework for astronomical image processing that implements some recent advances made in computer vision and modern image processing, along with original algorithms based on nonlinear partial differential equations. The framework enables the user to easily set up and customize an image-processing pipeline interactively; it has various common and new visualization features and provides access to many astronomy data archives. Altogether, the results presented here demonstrate the first implementation of a novel synergistic approach based on integration of image processing, image visualization, and image quality assessment.
INTRODUCTION
During the last 20 years the image processing community outside of astronomy has made substantial progress in developing powerful methods for computer vision and image processing ( Mitra & Sicuranza 2001; Forsyth & Ponce 2003; Bovik 2005; Paragios et al. 2006) , which for the most part have not yet been utilized by the astronomy community. Multiscale image representation and enhancement have become important parts of computer vision systems and modern image processing and have recently begun to be applied in astronomy (Starck et al. 1998 (Starck et al. , 2002 . This approach has proven to be especially useful for feature detection. Supporting interactive or semiautomated processing, especially in a time when many astronomical data sets are increasing greatly in size, demands a new approach based on employing innovative methods of modern image processing and integrating them with visualization and image quality assessment. This paper describes such a novel synergistic approach.
Adapting recent advances of computer vision and image processing for astronomy, and especially designing and implementing an advanced image processing framework that would utilize these continuing achievements, remains, however, a major challenge. The keystone elements of such a system that unifies a wide range of methods should be computational and visualization modules. Developers and users alike have realized that there is more to creating an application than simple programming. The objective of creating a flexible (see below) application is customarily achieved by exploiting the object-oriented paradigm (Grand 1998; Booch et al. 2005) . In computer science such systems are called frameworks (Fayad et al. 1999) . Users can extend frameworks' capabilities by installing plug-ins. An application framework consists of computational (processing) modules, data, and an interactive interface. Frameworks are extendable (i.e., they can easily adopt software products to changes of specification) and reusable (the software elements are able to serve for construction of many different new applications).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In x 2 we discuss image enhancement and multiscale representation of images based on nonlinear partial differential equations ( PDEs) and their application to object detection. Image processing operators that facilitate morphology studies when combined with the multiscale processing from x 2 are discussed in x 3. Section 4 is dedicated to detection of artifacts and image quality assessment, followed by a brief description of the framework. The paper ends with conclusions and plans for future work.
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND MULTISCALE REPRESENTATION OF IMAGES WITH NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Image enhancement is an area of image processing that consists of a task-dependent collection of methods that accentuate the features important for a specific objective, thus making human or automated analysis more effective (e.g., Gonzalez & Woods 2002) . It is hard to list all possible applications of image enhancement, so let us mention just a couple of cases where enhancement is required. Astronomical images often contain many point sources and, at the same time, extended diffuse structures with imbedded point sources; all these features are usually degraded by noise, so noise reduction is one of the steps necessary for detection of different objects. In studies of morphology of the galaxy distribution, smoothing is required to construct a real density field ( Martínez & Saar 2002; Martínez et al. 2005) . These two examples demonstrate that image enhancement is an important precursor to extraction of useful information from images. In this section we focus on multiscale representation and denoising of images by using PDEs.
Applying traditional smoothing methods such as convolution with a Gaussian inevitably erases small-scale objects. Moreover, for morphological studies of galaxy distribution, smoothing on scales larger than the scale at which the galaxy clustering correlation length is significant produces a Gaussian distribution by virtue of the central limit theorem (Coles & Lucchin 1995; Martínez et al. 2005; Martínez 2008 ). Thus, even though convolution with a Gaussian is effective at removing noise, it has the unwanted side effect of eliminating tiny objects, smearing more prominent ones, blurring boundaries of extended structures, etc.
There are two main approaches to the problem of smearing: wavelets (Starck et al. 1998 (Starck et al. , 2002 Martínez & Saar 2002; Martínez et al. 2005; Martínez 2008; Ingalls et al. 2004 ) and methods based on PDEs (Sapiro 2001 and references therein; Lenzen et al. 2004; Acton 2005 and references therein; Pesenson et al. 2005a Pesenson et al. , 2005b Pesenson et al. , 2007 Pesenson et al. , 2008 . In fact, these two approaches are complementary to each other, and there are a number of connections between them ( Paragios et al. 2006 ). The framework presented in this paper is based on nonlinear PDEs and, in particular, on a nonlinear diffusion ( NLD) equation, which is discussed in this section. It should be mentioned that the tradeoff between smoothing and preserving objects is inevitable, and a balance between these two desirable, but conflicting objectives depends on the specific task.
The convolution of an image with a Gaussian is equivalent to solving a Cauchy problem (an initial value problem) for the linear PDE of diffusion with the noisy image as an initial condition (Witkin 1983) ; this explains the blurring of boundaries, as one would expect from diffusion. This insight has led to the construction of multiscale representations of image data.
Multiscale representation (Witkin 1983 ; see also Starck et al. 1998 Starck et al. , 2002 ) is defined as embedding a given image into a oneparameter family of derived images that begins with the original, fine-scale image (see the initial condition in eq. [1]) and progresses toward more coarse scales. Linear multiscale representation can be achieved by employing the aforementioned connection between image processing and linear equation of diffusion. Starting with the pioneering works of Rudin (1987) and Perona & Malik (1987) , filtering based on nonlinear multiscale representation with nonlinear PDEs has become widely used in nonastronomical image enhancement and object detection. This state-of-the-art approach is based on the design and analysis of nonlinear PDEs. Perona & Malik proposed a nonlinear diffusion equation with the coefficient of diffusion D decreasing when the gradient grows and increasing when the gradient decays
where u(t; x; y) is the evolved image at the time t, and u 0 (x; y) is the image to be processed. The gradient 9u provides information about local intensity variations (for more information see x 3). The coefficient of diffusion D is defined by the following expressions:
Parameter k characterizes the gradient scale of the initial image. There is no ''optimal'' value for k, and its magnitude depends on the problem. There are many different ways of defining the scale. For the images in this paper we used a quintile in the cumulative gradient histogram (Perona & Malik 1987) . The aforementioned family of images is parameterized by a scale parameter t (time variable in eq. [1]) and is generated in such a way that fine-scale structures are successively suppressed when the scale parameter is increased. Thus, a multiscale representation allows one to obtain a separation of the image structures in the original image, such that fine-scale image structures only exist at the finest scales in the multiscale representation, thus simplifying the task of object detection. It should be mentioned that the coefficients of diffusion defined above also result in sharpening edges due to the ''backward'' diffusion (Perona & Malik 1987) , thus also facilitating detection of objects.
Since the work of Perona & Malik, many substantial modifications of the model have been proposed. Catte at al. (1992) suggested a modification where the diffusion coefficient is evaluated on a presmoothed version of the original image, which makes the method more robust against noise in the data. Since the nonlinear diffusion stops at the edges, noise in these regions remains. To correct this situation, Weickert (1998) proposed an approach where the diffusion is applied parallel to edges.
A different approach to denoising was suggested by Rudin et al. (1992) . They proposed a constrained optimization type of numerical algorithm in which the total variation of the image was minimized subject to constraints involving the statistics of the noise.
In order to optimally utilize the ''forward / backward'' diffusion, one needs to decide when to stop smoothing. This decision becomes very subjective without a quantitative criterion. Indeed, the original image is repeatedly smoothed as the number of iterations increases (i.e., the variable t in eq. [1] increases). To resolve this problem, the reaction term (u À u 0 ) was introduced into the nonlinear diffusion equation, with the parameter characterizing the noise level (Rudin et al. 1992; Pesenson et al. 2005a ). The reaction term prevents deviation of the smoothed image from the original one by more than the estimated noise. Pesenson et al. (2005a) also used a variable characteristic scale k.
A recent effective formulation of nonlinear diffusion for multicomponent images by Tschumperle & Deriche (2005) opened the possibility of applying this equation to denoising of multiand hyperspectral images. Chao & Tsai (2006) dealt with what they called ''nebulae obscured by stars''; their modification incorporated the variance of gray levels into the diffusion coefficient, thus allowing one to filter out the stars while preserving the nebula. Our goal here is different, and we are mostly concerned with preserving both point sources and diffuse structures.
An example of filtering based on the nonlinear diffusion equation (1) with the exponential coefficient of diffusion is given in Figure 1 . Figures 1, 2 , and 3 clearly demonstrate that the usual low-pass average filtering or convolution with a Gaussian are not nearly as effective as the NLD. Figure 4 (left) displays a simulated noisy image of a chessboard. Figure 4 (right) demonstrates how nonlinear diffusion, when applied to the simulated image ( Fig. 4, left) , stops exactly at the boundaries, while the inner areas are all ''cleaned up'' and the localized objects at the centers of the squares have all been recovered. Thus, preprocessing the simulated image (Fig. 4, left) by applying the NLD enabled a reliable detection of both the vertical boundaries and localized objects (cf. Fig. 5 , left and right panels).
Denoising based on nonlinear PDEs improves the quality of point source detection, as was demonstrated by using the completeness and reliability test (Pesenson et al. 2005a) . Filtering based on the NLD equation (1) is also employed in our framework for estimating the amount of noise in images (see x 4).
Once again, the principal objective of different filters is to prepare an image for the next level of processing, depending on a specific application. Detection of point sources and analysis of morphology of diffuse structures lead to the second level of processing.
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AND MORPHOLOGY UNVEILING
The second-level operators implemented in our framework include shape detectors, noise estimation, edge detectors, etc. (Gonzalez & Woods 2002; Bovik 2005) . In this section we discuss some of them, for example, Sobel, Prewitt, and Laplacian of Gaussian ( LOG), which are used in image processing for detecting edges of objects in images. Artifacts in astronomical images often have sharp edges, so these operators, combined with shape detectors, facilitate detection of such artifacts (x 4).
The gradient vector gives the directional difference in intensity between pixels, and it is defined by the following expression: ( Fig. 4 , left) with a Gaussian followed by detecting vertical lines and point sources, lines are blurred and point sources are drastically smeared. Right: After processing the noisy image ( Fig. 4, left) with the NLD module followed by detecting vertical lines, both the linear boundaries and the point sources are recovered much better than after Gaussian preprocessing. ( France et al. 2007 ); filaments and a bow shock near HD 34078 (red cross). The brightness is proportional to the flux ( logarithmic scale). Right: Brightness is proportional to the module of the gradient of flux ( logarithmic scale); this way of looking at astronomical images facilitates analysis of nebular morphology, outflows, jets, embedded sources, and shock fronts.
Its module is
Its local direction is defined by the following:
The Sobel and Prewitt methods of edge detection are basically different approaches to estimation of the gradient with the aid of convolution masks (Gonzalez & Woods 2002) .
The Sobel masks to be convolved with the image have the following form
The Prewitt masks have the following form:
The Prewitt masks give the weights for the best-fitting plane approximating the intensity in a 3 ; 3 neighborhood, assuming all nine samples have equal weight.
The discrete implementation of the Laplacian has the following form:
Using these operators can bring out complex structures that are not obvious in the original image (Figs. 6, 7, 9 , and 10). The module of the gradient and its angle can in some cases quickly unveil to the eye aspects of the data that cannot be revealed by displaying fluxes. This is illustrated by Figure 7 , which shows the same image of a bow shock displayed in three different ways. It is impractical to precisely locate the cusp of the bow shock by using variations of the flux alone (Fig. 7, left) . When the module of the gradient of the flux is displayed (Fig. 7, middle) , the cusp of the bow shock becomes more easily seen because the module of the gradient goes to zero at the stationary points of flux and this is manifested as a dark ''ridge.'' To distinguish between a maximum, a minimum, and a saddle point, we analyze the Hessian and the Laplacian.
For automated feature extraction one needs to identify the extrema points and to take advantage of the multiscale representation by ''tracing'' the extrema across different scales. For interactive analysis, however, the stationary points can also be useful and the identification of the type of extrema can be done by using a powerful visualization tool provided by our framework. For example, to make sure that the ridges in Figure 7 (middle and right panels) are not spurious, we overlaid the preprocessed and postprocessed (the module of the gradient and the angle of the gradient) images in red, green, and blue in Figure 8 (top) and created crosscuts for the overlaid images (Fig. 8, bottom) . The crosshair goes through the ridge point and a local minimum of the module of the gradient. This clearly demonstrates that the ridges have been located precisely.
When applied to images of the Southern Jellyfish Nebula ( Mercer et al. 2007 ; see Fig. 9 , top), this approach reveals flux modulations along the ropes (Fig. 9, bottom) , which are not obvious in the original image and could indicate waves propagating along the ropes.
These illustrations demonstrate that displaying the module and the angle of the gradient of astronomical images is complementary to displaying the flux and may potentially be helpful in interactive studies of gaseous shocks, jets, and various instabilities. Because this way of looking at astronomical images facilitates morphology studies, ''morphology-unveiling operators'' (see Figs. 6, 9, 10, and 14) is a more accurate term for astronomical images than ''edge detectors,'' as these operators are called in image processing. Similarly to the way 2D gradients facilitate morphology study and visualization of single-valued images, the multi-and hyperspectral gradients (Sapiro 2001; Tschumperle & Deriche 2005) will greatly assist visual comprehension of multi-and hyperspectral cubes.
Besides revealing morphology, these operators at the same time better bring many faint point sources out (Figs. 6, 9 , and 10). This is because the module of the gradient removes a constant or slowly varying background and also because the module of the gradient of a faint point source may be comparable to the module of the gradient of a bright one, even if their fluxes are drastically different. This capability opens new possibilities for extracting point sources by thresholding in the gradient plane, rather than in the flux plane as it is usually done. We processed images of nebulae with imbedded localized objects (the Crab Nebula, Carina Nebula, and HH 34) and, by using the aforementioned visualization tool, created crosscuts for pre-and postprocessed images. The result for the Carina Nebula is shown in Figure 11 . Indeed, as expected, the gradient removes the slowly varying ''background.'' Since differentiation and convolution are linear operators, LOG is basically a Laplacian of an image that has been convolved with a Gaussian. Our framework facilitates a new way of tackling the problem by creating a module flow that is a sequence of the NLD module and the Laplacian. It is thus becoming a new Churchwell. The brightness is proportional to the flux (square root scale). Bottom: Morphology of the Southern Jellyfish Nebula image; it reveals fine structure of the diffuse emission (e.g., flux modulations along the ropes) and, at the same time, many localized objects. The brightness is proportional to the module of the gradient of flux ( logarithmic scale). HH 34 processed by two operators-the NLD module followed by the morphology unveiling operator; fine structure of the diffuse emission and at the same time, many localized objects are brought out. The brightness is proportional to the module of the gradient of flux (square root scale).
operator-the Laplacian of a nonlinear diffusion ( LNLD). As we have demonstrated above, the NLD equation preserves objects better than the convolution with a Gaussian, so LNLD is better suited for locating objects with relatively sharp boundaries. This can potentially be useful, for example, for automated image registration ( Hack 2008) .
However, if we directly apply the Sobel or Prewitt operators to noisier images such as HH 34 ( Fig. 10, top) or G11.2À0.3 (Fig. 3) , the main ''achievement'' is noise amplification (Fig. 12) . A straightforward approach to resolving this issue would be to augment smoothing. To do so, we devised an 11 ; 11 LOG mask (see eq.
[8] in the Appendix). Nevertheless, this approach did not lead to a substantial improvement, while preprocessing with the NLD module enabled us to use the morphology-unveiling operator effectively (see Fig. 13, bottom) .
Unsharp masking (UM ) is a well-known process for sharpening images by subtracting a smoothed version of an image from the original image. We implemented UM by subtracting the median low-pass filtered image form the original one ( Fig. 13,  top) . Comparison of UM with the Sobel operator demonstrates that the former is more sensitive to blobs and sharp edges (Figs. 13 [top] and 14 [bottom] ), while the latter is more sensitive to diffuse structures (Figs. 9, 10, and 13, bottom panels).
The introduced operators are complementary to each other and may be used in different combinations with different settings depending on the task. The framework presented here allows one to create interchangeable sequences of operators (called flows), thus facilitating various flexible combinations of different processing operators. It is an attempt to look at the fine structure without preprocessing. Cf. Fig. 13 .
The methods described in this and the previous section facilitate interactive analysis and, more importantly, can form a basis for semiautomated detection of different features.
ARTIFACT DETECTION AND SEMIAUTOMATED IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
Simply implementing even the most powerful image processing algorithms is not sufficient because quality assessment (QA) should be a part of any image processing framework to monitor and evaluate quality of the processed images and dynamically optimize processing modules.
Moreover, since astronomical data volumes are increasing rapidly, it is clear that manual monitoring of image QA (iQA) for such sets will fail to serve. Indeed, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) alone will be producing about 30 TB of data per night, so semiautomated iQA is crucial (Tyson 2008) . However, existing approaches in astronomy to iQA (not to be confused with the calibration quality assessment) have not even begun to address the complete scope of the problem.
The ultimate goal of image processing is better images, but ''better'' has no universal quantitative definition and depends on the task, so task-dependent metrics for QA are needed. Existing iQA metrics in the field of image processing are basically variations of a simple mathematical measure called the mean squared error ( MSE; Bovik 2005). MSE-based measures, while very sensitive to trivial global image modifications, are insensitive to small details that might be of interest. Moreover, MSE measures make no distinction between noise and blur (which, for example, may be introduced by image processing modules) since they are based on an implicit assumption that image quality is independent of a spatial relationship between image samples.
However, artifacts in astronomical images are often ''structured'': lines, artificial patterns, patterns of noise, and speckle noise, which is signal-dependent and spatially correlated (see Lafreniere et al. 2007 for important applications). An approach that does not take into account this structural information is not adequate. Our framework implements modules capable of detection of some artificial structures ( just a few examples are given in this paper: Figs. 5, 14, and 15), thus forming a basis for semiautomated image quality assessment. That is, the software effectively identifies artifacts and flags images that contain the artifacts.
The task of monitoring image processing is also assisted by the noise estimation module. At this stage of the framework development, this task can be done only interactively, and a way of automating it requires what we call a ''smart graphical user . Bottom: Mosaic of NGC 2264, Spitzer IRAC 8.0 m, after processing by NLD followed by the shape detector module to detect straight-line artifacts; the brightness is proportional to the flux (logarithmic scale). In addition to bright lines, a faint grid pattern is now discernible (information about such a grid is provided by the Spitzer Science Center together with the mosaic). Such processing can be used for quick iQA screening and flagging ''suspicious'' images. interface'' (GUI ) (see x 6). As we had discussed earlier, the median and average filters, together with a convolution with a Gaussian, are often used for denoising. By subtracting the filtered image from the original one, the noise and its characteristics are computed. For the multiplicative noise our module for homomorphic filtering (Lim 1990 ) is more appropriate. We also compute the standard deviation of the noise from the average of variances measured in a set of image blocks.
Another approach is based on the nonlinear diffusion equation (x 2). To compare the NLD approach with the approach based on a convolution with a Gaussian, we used the simulated chessboard image (Fig. 4, left) . The noise filtered out by (Fig. 4, left) and its smoothed version (convolved with a Gaussian, kernel radius = 3); the resulting ''noise'' retains structures and point sources and is very different from the noise that was added to the chessboard image. Right: The difference between the simulated image ( Fig. 4, left) and its smoothed version produced by applying the NLD module (Fig. 4,  right) . This noise is much more random than the noise in the image on the left. a convolution with a Gaussian (kernel = 3) retained the structures, which have nothing to do with the noise (Fig. 16, left) , while the NLD module produced the noise without structures ( Fig. 16,  right) . Thus, the approach based on the NLD is much more efficient at filtering noise, when structures or artifacts are present in the image. Depending on the output of the noise estimation module, the user can rewind the flow, either part way or to the beginning, fine-tune parameters, and run the pipeline again from that point.
Vast data sets demand automated or semiautomated image processing and quality assessment of the processed images. The approach described in this section forms a basis for an interactive, or semiautomated way of iQA. In general, supporting processing and iQA of ever increasing data sets calls for a new approach based on integration of image processing, visualization, and iQA, and the framework presented here is a first implementation of such a synergistic advance.
FRAMEWORK-A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Our application framework is built from libraries and reusable components (see x 1) developed for the Spitzer Space Telescope's observation planning tool Spot and archive retrieval tool Leopard. Thus, many components of the framework have already been well tested, so it is very mature, even though it is a new application. The framework provides an integrated environment for processing astronomical images with a very intuitive GUI. It provides many common visualization features plus the ability to combine these images (overlays, etc.) in new and unique ways (see Figs. 8 and 11 ). The framework allows the user to set up a custom pipeline interactively and to process images singly or in a batch mode (Fig. 17) . The final product, as well as the results of each step, are viewable with the framework. The framework provides access to different data archives, is platform-independent, and can easily incorporate custom modules written in any programming language.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The astronomical community is becoming increasingly aware of the fact that advanced methods of computer vision and image processing should be utilized by astronomers. Indeed, there are more and more groups developing or implementing modern methods of image processing and visualization (Starck et al. 1998 (Starck et al. , 2002 Martínez & Saar 2002; Ingalls et al. 2004; Lenzen et al. 2004; Martínez et al. 2005; Martínez 2008; Pesenson et al. 2005a Pesenson et al. , 2005b Pesenson et al. , 2007 Pesenson et al. , 2008 Becciani et al. 2007; Borkin et al. 2007; Comparato et al. 2007; Bressert et al. 2007; Goodman et al. 2008) .
To bring to the astronomical community these continuing advances, we have implemented some of the modern image processing methods based on nonlinear partial differential equations. We have demonstrated that this approach allows one to reduce noise while preserving point sources and diffuse structures much better than linear standard filtering techniques such as Gaussian convolution, and that it is also superior at noise estimation. We have also shown that second-level operators combined with the PDE-based operators allow one to detect features reliably.
We have also demonstrated that using the module of the flux gradient of an image can efficiently bring out faint point sources, thus opening new possibilities for extracting point sources from the module of the gradient plane, rather than from the flux plane as it is usually done. In addition, we have shown that displaying the module and the angle of the flux gradient can reveal important structural features of an astronomical image, which are difficult or impractical to reveal using standard flux visualization. Altogether, these operators facilitate interactive morphology studies and provide complementary means to other techniques such as unsharp masking.
We have also developed a new framework for processing and visualization astronomical images. It is a platform-independent, open architecture application framework that is based on the aforementioned modern developments in the field of image processing. As a framework, it is inherently more flexible and more easily modified to adopt externally written custom software than would be a stand-alone tool. It can operate in both interactive and batch mode.
The framework incorporates a variety of operators, thus enabling a wide parameter space that a user may explore for any particular image (e.g., variable gradient scale parameter k, multiple operators that may be run sequentially in different combinations), thus offering the choice of emphasizing features of interest. The example images presented in this paper are not claimed to represent a single best possible result for each image. Indeed, the purpose of the framework is to enable each user to achieve the best results pertaining to that user's particular science goals.
Future developments include the automated recognition and classification of different features; application of the introduced methods to denoising of multi-and hyperspectral images; application of the NLD to speckle noise reducing; implementation of image inpainting algorithms for artifact mitigation and removal of bright sources; utilizing the linear diffusion equation with a spacevarying diffusion coefficient to handle a shift-varying point-spread function; incorporating into the framework frequency domain methods (Fourier analysis, wavelets); developing objective image quality metrics consistent with subjective human evaluation of astronomical images; developing ''smart GUI flows'' (an ability of a flow to modify itself depending on the intermidiate outputs), thus paving the way to the automated iQA and optimizing processing parameters; and the ability to read very large fits files with small memory footprint. 
